ACRONYM 11 - Round 11
1. John Gemberling starred in a short-lived Adult Swim series titled for a "Fat Guy Stuck
in" this thing. A band including Odd Future members Syd and Matt Martians is named for
this thing. A character on The IT Crowd incorrectly surmises that this thing fits entirely
inside a (*) small, delicate box. In a 2004 presidential debate, George W. Bush confusingly
pluralized this construct, whose creation is sometimes misleadingly credited to Al Gore. A
"series of tubes" is one poor definition of, for 10 points, what construct that contains the World
Wide Web?
ANSWER: the internet (accept Fat Guy Stuck in Internet or internets) <Nelson>
2. The chorus of Trey Songz' "Say Aah" mentions one of these events. A Selena Gomez
song about this type of event repeats the line "blow your dreams away with me." A song by
Jeremih calls one of these events the "best day of the year." Another song titled for one of
these events by (*) 2 Chainz repeats the request that "if I die, bury me inside the Louis store"
and describes "all I want" for this occurrence. 50 Cent's "In Da Club" declares "Go shawty, it's",
for 10 points, what annual occurrence which Jay-Z described in his song "December 4th"?
ANSWER: birthdays (accept Birthday Song) <Golden>
3. This man's questionable romance-related works include the dating website "Delightful"
and the non-fiction book Act Like a Lady, Think Like a Man. Beginning in 2017, this man
began hosting the Shark Tank-esque reality series Funderdome. Children show off their
talents and talk with this man in the variety show (*) Little Big Shots. This man replaced John
O'Hurley in another role, in which he administers a "fast money" round. An extraordinary error
was made at the 2015 Miss Universe pageant by, for 10 points, what host of Family Feud?
ANSWER: Steve Harvey (accept Broderick Stephen Harvey) <Nelson>
4. In the 1960s, a group of players from this club like Alfredo Di Stéfano were nicknamed
the "Yé-yés." In 2017, James [HAH-mez] Rodriguez was loaned from this team to Bayern
Munich. German midfielder Toni Kroos plays for this team, which is managed by Zinedine
(*) Zidane [ZIN-uh-deen zih-DAHN]. This club beat Juventus [you-VEN-tiss] 4-1 to win the
2017 UEFA [you-EEF-uh] Champions League. The record for most La Liga titles is held by this
team, who employs Cristiano Ronaldo and plays in El Clásico against F.C. Barcelona. For 10
points, name this soccer team located in the capital of Spain.
ANSWER: Real Madrid or Real Madrid C.F.; or Real Madrid Club de Fútbol; prompt on
"Real") <Golden>
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5. In a 2017 thriller, this actress plays Mae, a woman who gets a job at a company that
makes the technologies SeeChange and True You. Charlie Kelmeckis befriends two
step-siblings played by Ezra Miller and this actress in the film adaptation of (*) The Perks
of Being a Wallflower. This U.N. Goodwill Ambassador and co-star of 2013's The Bling Ring
wields an ax and robs the central characters in her cameo from This Is the End. For 10 points,
name this young English actress who, in the live-action remake of Beauty and the Beast, played
Belle.
ANSWER: Emma (Charlotte Duerre) Watson <Vopava>
6. Two successful groups from this country formed from the breakup of the garage band
Darlin'. The song "Surfin' on a Rocket" is by an electronic group from this country named
Air. The Italy-inspired 2017 album Ti Amo is by a band from this country, who proclaimed
"from the mess to the (*) masses" in their hit "Lisztomania." This home country of David
Guetta is also home to a duo who performed "Harder, Better, Faster, Stronger" and present
themselves as a pair of robots. For 10 points, name this home country of Phoenix and Daft Punk.
ANSWER: France (or French Republic or République française) <Nelson>
7. This entity has been headed by John Ficarra since 1984 and has employed artist Al
Jaffee for over 60 years. As a writer for this publication, Tom Koch introduced the
incredibly convoluted sport 43-Man (*) Squamish. The first issue of this entity depicts the
shadow of an unseen monster, which prompts a small child to declare "It's Melvin!" Recurring
features of this work include a back page designed to be folded and a warring pair of
differently-clad spies. The gap-toothed Alfred E. Neuman is a mascot of, for 10 points, what
parody-laden magazine?
ANSWER: Mad Magazine <Nelson>
8. Andrea Robinson flawlessly dubbed Wendy Makkena's voice for songs in this film. A
sequel to this film was subtitled "Back in the Habit." This film's protagonist witnesses a
mob killing and adopts the name Mary Clarence while in hiding. An rock-oriented
performance of "Hail (*) Holy Queen" shocks a woman played by Maggie Smith in this film,
though she is later seen smiling at a similar performance of "I Will Follow Him" for the Pope.
For 10 points, name this comedy starring Whoopi Goldberg as a singer who poses as a nun.
ANSWER: Sister Act <Vopava>
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9. In 1942, this event was unusually held at Duke University. Brian Cushing is one of two
athletes to have started in this event four times. Sony Michel was the MVP of the 2018
iteration of this event, which featured a record 102 combined points. Northwestern Mutual
is the current (*) sponsor of this event, which is sometimes called the "Grandaddy of Them All"
since it is the country's oldest bowl game. Teams from the Big 10 and Pac-12 conference
traditionally play in, for 10 points, what New Year's Day game in a namesake stadium in
Pasadena?
ANSWER: Rose Bowl Game <Nelson>
10. While anticipating a trip to Bennigan's, this character discovers his father’s affair in an
episode dedicated specifically to him. This character does a tap dance routine at two
different events, causing horrific fatalities each time. This character reluctantly becomes
the key to saving (*) Imaginationland but is grounded upon doing so. The phrase "oh
hamburgers" is repeated by this boy, who dons a tinfoil helmet when posing as Professor Chaos.
A tuft of blond hair is possessed by, for 10 points, what timid resident of South Park named for a
dairy product?
ANSWER: Butters (or Leopold Stotch; accept any underlined portion) <Vopava>
11. The second half of Soft Cell's "Tainted Love" quotes this group's first #1 hit, which
describes a "burning love that stings like a bee." A singer who left this group in 1970 had a
#1 solo hit with "Ain't No Mountain High Enough." At the insistence of Berry Gordy,
Cindy Birdsong replaced Mary (*) Ballard in this vocal group in 1967. The musical and film
Dreamgirls chronicles the rise of this group. "Stop! In the Name of Love," and "You Can't Hurry
Love" were hits by, for 10 points, what all-female Motown vocal group led by Diana Ross?
ANSWER: The Supremes (accept Diana Ross and the Supremes after "Cindy Birdsong")
<Vopava>
12. In this film, rappers Big Boi and Killer Mike make brief cameos in a scene set in a fancy
restaurant. One character in this film buys Austin Powers masks instead of ones of Michael
Myers from Halloween. This film's protagonist falls in love with the waitress Debora and
works with men played by (*) Jon Hamm and Jamie Foxx. That protagonist of this film has
tinnitus, so he often listens to music that syncs with this film's action sequences. Edgar Wright
directed, for 10 points, what 2017 film starring Ansel Elgort as the operator of a getaway car?
ANSWER: Baby Driver <Golden>
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13. Bob Lanier spent most of his NBA career with this team. This team formulated the
"Jordan Rules" defense for playing against the Chicago Bulls. This team lost Game 6 of a
Finals series against the Lakers after a "phantom foul" was committed by Bill (*)
Laimbeer, one of this team's early 90's "bad boys." This team reached six straight Eastern
Conference Finals starting in 2003 with a team led by Tayshaun Prince and Ben Wallace. In
2017, this team moved away from the suburb of Auburn Hills. For 10 points, name this NBA
team which plays in Michigan.
ANSWER: Detroit Pistons [accept either underlined word] <Golden>
14. A 2002 film about this character depicts his reunion with Horace D'Fly, Goggles, and
several other old friends. Beginning in 2015, this character briefly dated an executive
producer named Denise, to the chagrin of his former girlfriend. Constantine, a villain who
looks (*) exactly like this character, causes this character to be jailed in a 2014 film in which he
becomes "Most Wanted." In another work, this character sings about how it's "not easy" being a
certain color. "The Rainbow Connection" was sung by, for 10 points, what green Muppet?
ANSWER: Kermit the Frog <Nelson>
15. A two-part episode of this TV show centers on a revived Benjamin Franklin, who
promptly steals a fire truck. Alice Pearce won a posthumous Emmy for playing a nosy
neighbor named Gladys on this series. One character in this series is temporarily split into
funny and serious versions of himself by the protagonist's (*) mother Endora. This series
begins with its protagonist marrying Darrin Stephens. Elizabeth Montgomery played Samantha
on this series, who wiggled her nose to cast spells. For 10 points, name this 1960s series about a
magical woman.
ANSWER: Bewitched <Nelson>
16. The first device of this type was bundled with the 9th and 10th cards for the Magnavox
Odyssey. Tin Star and Metal Combat are among the early 16-bit games that used these
devices. The precise timing of a white box appearing on a (*) screen when using one of these
devices is the reason they typically don't work with modern televisions. For safety reasons, one
of these things had its color changed from grey to orange when bundled with the NES. Time
Crisis and The House of the Dead are played using, for 10 points, what device used to play Duck
Hunt?
ANSWER: light guns (or gun controllers; prompt on "guns" or "video game controllers" or
similar) <Nelson>
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17. Christopher Titus hosted a 2014 game show inspired by one of these places. One of
these places employs an often tardy woman nicknamed "Peaches." Another of these places
owned by Jimmie "Big Daddy" DeRamus appeared in a 2012 TV series titled for a (*)
"Cajun" one of them. In 2016, an employee at one of these places named Austin Russell pled
guilty to gun and drug charges. "Big Hoss" is the nickname of one member of the Harrison
family, who owns one of these places in Las Vegas. History airs a show about, for 10 points,
what loan-offering establishments?
ANSWER: pawn shops (accept Cajun Pawn Stars or Pawn Stars) <Golden>
18. Beginning in late 2016, this baseball player accumulated a streak of 128 plate
appearances without striking out. In a 2017 game, this player recorded 8 RBI's as a leadoff
hitter, tying a Major League record. In the 2017 offseason, this player bowled a perfect
game at a PBA Tour event. This player's nickname was inspired by former NBA point
guard Daron (*) Blaylock. This outfielder finished second in AL MVP voting in 2016, a year in
which he ceded his center field role to Jackie Bradley, Jr. For 10 points, name this outfielder for
the Boston Red Sox.
ANSWER: Mookie Betts (or Markus Lynn Betts) <Nelson>
19. Not including the 2017 prequel Jigsaw, there are this many movies in the Saw series. A
barn raising is ruined by a brawl in a 1957 musical film titled for this many siblings who
kidnap women. This number appears in the title of a Swedish film in which Max von
Sydow portrays a knight who plays (*) chess with Death. The roguish Kikuchiyo appears in an
Akira Kurosawa [uh-KEER-uh koo-roh-SAH-wuh] film whose title contains this number. A
David Fincher crime thriller concerns a set of grisly murders based on, for 10 points, what
number of deadly sins?
ANSWER: 7 (accept The Seventh Seal or Seven Brides for Seven Brothers or Seven Samurai or
Se7en) <Vopava>
20. An alphanumeric on the cover of this album allegedly indicates that one of its
performers would have been 28. An upbeat song on this album details a murder committed
with a hammer made of silver. The 22-second song "Her Majesty" ends a lengthy (*)
medley that closes this album, which opens with a song about a man with "muddy water" and
"joo-joo eyeball." This album, which was released months before Let It Be, includes the songs
"Here Comes the Sun" and "Come Together." For 10 points, name this album whose cover
depicts The Beatles traversing the title street.
ANSWER: Abbey Road <Golden>
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1. In 2017 this basketball player released the rap album Confirmed, which sounded about how
you'd expect. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this point guard, who shares a backcourt with CJ McCollum. He is probably the best
player ever to have played collegiately at Weber State.
ANSWER: Damian (Lamonte Ollie) Lillard (or Dame Lillard or Dame D.O.L.L.A.; prompt on
"Dame")
[10] Damian Lillard is a two-time All Star for this team based in the Pacific Northwest.
ANSWER: Portland Trail Blazers (accept either, or Blazers)
[10] One song by Lillard under his stage name Dame D.O.L.L.A. is named for this Trail Blazers
great, who led the team to its only title in 1977. He is now an analyst for ESPN.
ANSWER: Bill Walton (William Theodore Walton III) <Nelson>
2. For 10 points each, answer the following about films produced in 2017 by World Wrestling
Entertainment:
[10] The animated film Robo-Wrestlemania featured numerous WWE wrestlers teamed up with
this futuristic cartoon family, whose patriarch George works for Spacely Space Sprockets.
ANSWER: The Jetsons (accept George Jeston)
[10] "WaveMania" is the subtitle of WWE's unnecessary sequel to this animated film about the
animal athlete Cody Maverick. Shia LaBeouf and Zooey Deschanel did not return for the sequel.
ANSWER: Surf's Up (accept Surf's Up 2: WaveMania)
[10] 2017 also saw WWE's fifth entry in a surprisingly long series about men with this title
occupation. Mike "The Miz" Mizanin starred in three of these films, and John Cena starred in the
first.
ANSWER: marines (accept The Marine or The Marine 5: Battleground; prompt on "soldier" or
similar) <Nelson>
3. Aimee Mann and Esperanza Spalding are among the female musicians who play this
instrument. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this instrument, which was also played by Kim Gordon in Sonic Youth and by D'arcy
Wretzky in The Smashing Pumpkins. Along with the drummer, this instrument makes up a
band's "rhythm section."
ANSWER: bass guitar
[10] Tina Weymouth played bass for this band fronted by David Byrne, who named themselves
after a derisive term for a TV pundit. Their songs include "Once in a Lifetime."
ANSWER: Talking Heads
[10] Kim Deal was the original bassist for The Breeders and this pioneering alt-rock band. Their
song "Where Is My Mind?" from the album Surfer Rosa plays at the end of the film Fight Club.
ANSWER: Pixies <Nelson>
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4. One of this show's title figures depicted the remodel of his own home in the spinoff series
Drew's Honeymoon House. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this show on which the attractive twins Drew and Jonathan Scott fix up janky old
houses.
ANSWER: Property Brothers
[10] Property Brothers originated in Canada, as did the somewhat similar show Love It or List It;
both programs currently air on this American cable channel.
ANSWER: HGTV (or Home and Garden Television)
[10] Property bro Jonathan was once offered the central role of this longtime ABC reality show.
Dutch-American racecar driver Arie Luyendyk, Jr. [ARR-ee LYE-en-deck "junior"] assumed the
title role for this show's 2018 season.
ANSWER: The Bachelor <Vopava>
5. For 10 points each, name these films in which people claim that they're going to need
something bigger:
[10] In an iconic scene, a man played by Roy Scheider notes "You're gonna need a bigger boat"
after encountering the title creature of this 1975 blockbuster based on a novel by Peter Benchley.
ANSWER: Jaws
[10] This pointless disaster film, in which the end of the Mayan calendar brings about the
apocalypse, has a scene in which John Cusack quips "we're gonna need a bigger plane."
ANSWER: 2012
[10] The butler Alfred notes "we're going to need a bigger cave" after the arrival of Batgirl in this
astonishingly bad 1997 action film, the only one to star George Clooney as Bruce Wayne.
ANSWER: Batman & Robin <Nelson>
6. Starting in 2017, this team's ballpark took the outrageously bad name Guaranteed Rate Field,
which has a logo that features a big arrow pointing down. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this MLB team, sometimes called the "Southsiders" to distinguish them from another
team in their city.
ANSWER: Chicago White Sox (prompt on "Chicago" or "Sox")
[10] In 2016, the White Sox traded away this star pitcher, who was once suspended for cutting
up his team's throwback jerseys before a game because he hated them.
ANSWER: Chris Sale (or Christopher Allen Sale)
[10] In several 2017 games, all three of the White Sox's starting outfielders had this last name,
including all-star right fielder Avisail. It is the only instance of three simultaneous outfielders
with the same surname in MLB history.
ANSWER: Garcia (accept Avisail Garcia) <Nelson>
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7. For 10 points each, answer the following about TV characters who wear bow ties:
[10] On this CBS crime drama, the medical examiner Ducky Mallard almost always wears a bow
tie. Mark Harmon plays one of the agents of this show's title naval detective unit.
ANSWER: NCIS
[10] Matt Smith wore a bow tie during his stint on Doctor Who, on which he played this
numbered iteration of The Doctor.
ANSWER: 11 (or eleventh doctor)
[10] Will Lee played this long-time human character on Sesame Street, who wore a bow tie
while running his namesake store. Though Lee died in 1982, the store still regularly appears on
the show and remains named for this character.
ANSWER: Harold Hooper (accept Hooper's Store) <Nelson>
8. After encountering Hank, this troublemaker is attacked and captured by Claire Augustine, who
then puts Seattle under martial law. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this superpowered Native American graffiti artist who tries to take down the D.U.P.
by aiding fellow Conduits, whom the D.U.P. calls "bio-terrorists."
ANSWER: Delsin Rowe (prompt on "Del" or "Rowe")
[10] Delsin Rowe is the protagonist of Second Son, the third game in this action-adventure series.
Its first two games centered on bike messenger Cole MacGrath.
ANSWER: Infamous (accept Infamous: Second Son)
[10] Delsin is voiced by Troy Baker, whose best work may be as Joel, the man who helps the
Fireflies smuggle Ellie across the U.S. in this 2014 post-apocalyptic masterpiece.
ANSWER: The Last of Us <Vopava>
9. For 10 points each, answer the following about the solo careers of members of One Direction:
[10] In this song, guest rapper Quavo [QUAY-voh] boasts "I took her from her man, don't
nobody know" while Liam Payne tells you to "Put your hands on my body / And swing that
'round for me."
ANSWER: Strip That Down
[10] Recurring references to a location that is both a "paradise" and a "warzone" permeate
"Pillowtalk," a 2016 slowjam by this first member of One Direction to leave the group.
ANSWER: Zayn (Javadd) Malik (accept either underlined portion)
[10] A weird vocal clipping effect is used on Niall Horan's [NYE-ull HOR-in's] voice in this
2017 hit, whose title body parts are likened to "sweat dripping down our dirty laundry."
ANSWER: Slow Hands <Vopava>
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10. For 10 points each, answer the following about internet content that mixes pop culture with
philosophy:
[10] A Twitter account for the "Nihilist" version of this restaurant once eschewed the slogan "We
have the meats" in favor of "Someday you and every single thing you've ever known or loved
will cease to exist."
ANSWER: Arby's (accept Nihilist Arby's)
[10] A namesake website captions this wholesome one-panel cartoon created by Bil Keane,
whose characters include Jeffy and P.J., with randomly chosen Friedrich Nietzsche quotes.
ANSWER: Family Circus
[10] This Twitter-based mashup of a socialite and the author of Either/Or has insightfully noted
that "You need to add more suffering to your beauty routine."
ANSWER: Kim Kierkegaardashian (accept KimKierkegaard or @KimKierkegaard; prompt
on "Kierkegaard") <Nelson>
11. After rumors swirled at the possibility of this actor being the next James Bond, a current
Bond author dismissed the notion, calling this man "too street" for the role. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this English actor of Sierra Leonean descent, who has appeared as the commander
Stacker Pentecost in Pacific Rim and Heimdall in the Thor franchise.
ANSWER: Idris (Akuna) Elba
[10] In 2017, Elba starred as the "gunslinger" Roland Deschain in this action film, based on a
namesake fantasy series by Stephen King.
ANSWER: The Dark Tower
[10] Elba also starred opposite Kate Winslet in this 2017 film about two survivors of a plane
crash.
ANSWER: The Mountain Between Us <Nelson>
12. Britney Spears's "...Baby One More Time" was #1 on this show's very last countdown. For
10 points each:
[10] Name this MTV music video countdown show that aired from 1998 to 2008. It was revived
in 2017 with DC Young Fly as host.
ANSWER: Total Request Live or TRL
[10] TRL's original host was this VJ, who has hosted NBC's ultra-late-night talk show Last Call
since 2003 and also appears on The Voice.
ANSWER: Carson Daly
[10] Scheduling issues resulting from the 2010 Tonight Show crisis meant Last Call with Carson
Daly was almost canceled so NBC could replace it with a show focused on this popular game;
the show was titled for this game "After Dark."
ANSWER: poker (accept Texas hold 'em; accept Poker After Dark) <Vopava>
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13. Nina Simone's cover of this song is heavily sampled in Kanye West's song "Blood on the
Leaves." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this song protesting the lynching of African-Americans. It mentions the "scent of
magnolias, sweet and fresh" and notes that "Southern trees bear" the title entity.
ANSWER: Strange Fruit
[10] The most famous recording of "Strange Fruit" was by this jazz singer nicknamed "Lady
Day." She also had hits with "God Bless the Child" and "Summertime."
ANSWER: Billie Holiday (or Eleanora Fagan)
[10] Billie Holiday collaborated with this artist on the song "Sweet Hunk o' Trash", in which he
may have used an expletive. This jazz trumpeter was often known as "Satchmo."
ANSWER: Louis (Daniel) Armstrong <Golden>
14. For 10 points each, answer the following about typewriters in video games:
[10] The Below Tree Company, a parody of the typewriter manufacturer Underwood, made all of
the typewriters found in this underwater metropolis first seen in BioShock.
ANSWER: Rapture
[10] Someone throws Henry's typewriter out his tower window in Firewatch, a 2016 mystery
game set in one of these locations. One of these locales in Johto ["JOE-toe"] hosts Bug Catching
Contests in the Pokemon series.
ANSWER: national park (accept Shoshone National Park; prompt on "park")
[10] In this survival horror series's early installments, players used typewriters and a limited
supply of ink ribbons to save the game. More recent games in this series, including the seventh
and newest entry, use an autosave system.
ANSWER: Resident Evil <Vopava>
15. For 10 points each, answer the following about a football play known as the Miracle at the
Meadowlands:
[10] The play occurred in a 1978 NFL game in which the Eagles recovered a stunning fumble by
this team, who could have just run out the clock. More recently, this team has been led by Eli
Manning.
ANSWER: New York Giants (prompt on "New York")
[10] This current ESPN analyst and former head coach of the Jets and Chiefs recovered the
fumble. In a notable soundbite, this man angrily shouted "You play to win the game."
ANSWER: Herm Edwards (or Herman Edwards, Jr.)
[10] Joe Pisarcik, the quarterback who fumbled the ball, was derisively called "Off-Broadway
Joe," a reference to this former Jets quarterback.
ANSWER: Joe Namath (or Joseph William Namath) <Golden>
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16. This rapper was arrested for attempting to incite a riot at the 2014 iteration of South by
Southwest. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this rapper of "Yonkers," whose homophobic lyrics led to him being banned from
performing in the U.K. He hinted at being gay himself on his 2017 album Flower Boy.
ANSWER: Tyler, the Creator (or Tyler Gregory Okonma; prompt on "Tyler" or "Wolf
Haley")
[10] A Tyler, the Creator song of this name features Kali Uchis singing "Can I get a kiss? And
can you make it last forever?". A Wiz Khalifa song with this name was dedicated to Paul
Walker.
ANSWER: See You Again
[10] Tyler appeared as a feature on this artist's song "Biking." This singer addressed his sexuality
with the line "My guy pretty like a girl" in his 2017 single "Chanel."
ANSWER: Frank Ocean (or Christopher Francis Ocean) <Golden>
17. The unusual and innovative marketing for this film included realistic missing persons posters
for its three main characters. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 1999 horror film about documentary filmmakers lost in the Maryland woods.
ANSWER: The Blair Witch Project (do not accept or prompt on "Blair Witch")
[10] The Blair Witch Project popularized this genre, in which movies are presented as recovered
documents that purportedly depict real events. Cloverfield and V/H/S also belong to this
alliteratively-named genre.
ANSWER: found footage film(s) (prompt on "mockumentary")
[10] Joshua Leonard, who played one of the flimmakers in The Blair Witch Project, has since
appeared in several other films, including this 2014 book adaptation starring Chloe Grace Moretz
as Mia Hall.
ANSWER: If I Stay <Vopava>
18. For 10 points each, answer the following about prominent comic book author Grant
Morrison:
[10] Morrison wrote for the relaunch of this comic book series, whose original iteration
introduced Superman in its first issue.
ANSWER: Action Comics
[10] Morrison was a major figure in the early development of this imprint of DC Comics, which
shares its name with a Hitchcock film. His series The Invisibles was released on this imprint.
ANSWER: Vertigo
[10] Early in his career, Morrison took over the Doom Patrol series, into which he interestingly
incorporated the writings of this Argentinian author of Ficciones [FEEK-see-oh-nayss].
ANSWER: Jorge Luis Borges [BOR-hayss] <Nelson>
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19. For 10 points each, answer the following about the athletic teams at Troy University:
[10] Troy's team is, as one might expect, known by this nickname. USC's athletic teams also use
this name.
ANSWER: Trojans
[10] Troy has appeared in the NCAA tournament twice - the first, in 2003, ended in a loss to this
Cincinnati-based university nicknamed the Musketeers.
ANSWER: Xavier University (or Xavier Musketeers)
[10] The most well-known Troy alumnus may be this football player, who spent most of his
career with the Cowboys as a defensive end and linebacker. He is the Cowboys' all-time leader in
sacks and forced fumbles.
ANSWER: DeMarcus (Omar) Ware <Nelson>
20. For 10 points each, answer the following about the TV career of Italian-American actor Joe
Mantegna [mahn-TAYN-yuh]:
[10] Since 2007, Mantegna has starred as a profiler on this CBS drama, which centers on a
behavioral analysis unit. It has spawned two spinoffs, Suspect Behavior and Beyond Borders.
ANSWER: Criminal Minds
[10] In one episode of this animated series, Mantegna voiced director Jimmy Blamhammer, who
wishes to make a movie about this show's title superhero and her sidekick Ron Stoppable.
ANSWER: Kim Possible
[10] Mantegna co-starred with Amber Tamblyn in this mid-2000s drama, in which Tamblyn's
character could speak to God, who took on dozens of physical forms.
ANSWER: Joan of Arcadia <Nelson>

